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Redirect by John Marshall for ENVY

JOHN R. DREYFUSS- ENVY HEAD OF ENGINEERING- NOW HEAD OF
NUCLEAR SAFETY ASSURANCE

4 SURREBUTTAL BY MR. MARSHALL:
5 Q. I have one question on live surrebuttal. Mr.
6 Dreyfuss, Mr. Sherman testified yesterday that it can be
7 difficult to distinguish IGSCC cracking related to uprate
8 and uprate related fatigue cracking. He also testified
9 with respect to the Department's recommendations
10 concerning dispute resolution with respect to an extended
11 ratepayer protection plan. Do you recall those questions
12 and answers yesterday?
13 A. I do.
14 Q. My question is given his testimony about the
15 difficulty of distinguishing IGSCC cracking and fatigue
16 cracking related to uprate circumstances, does this give
17 any concerns to the company about dispute resolution under
18 an extended ratepayer protection.plan?
19 A. Yes it does, and I do agree that you know it
20 sometimes is very difficult to distinguish or
21 differentiate between the type of cracking that you see
22 with this intergranular stress corrosion cracking, IGSCC,
23 and fatigue cracking. It can be particularly difficult
24 when you're trying to do this work underwater as well.
25 So you know there are cases where it's clear

1 and clean cut and the way that the kind of characteristics
2 of this type of cracking where you can tell, but other
3 cases that I have seen and have been brought to me you
4 know it's less clear.
5 The other point that I think is important here
6 too is that we are going to be shutting Vermont Yankee
7 down for a refuel outage in May of next year and it's
8 absolutely clear that we will see cracks. There were
9 cracks before power uprate. You know we have evaluated
10 all of them. They are not structurally significant, but
11 there will be cracks and there can be debate about those
12 cracks. If there's an IGSCC crack, there could be debate
13 about whether it's IGSCC or otherwise or fatigue type of
14 crack. So, you know, again these are not clear and easy
15 distinctions to make in every case.


